Abstract. Steady Euler flows in a periodic square that, for positive vorticity distributions, minimise the entrophy at given values of the energy and the circulations are non-confined vortices for optimal values of the circulation, and are confined vortices for certoin non-optimal values. An extension of the self-organisation principle for the ZD Navier-Stokes equations is presented which models the dissipative evolution of such confined vortices by changing the values of the constraints in time in accordance with the effect of dissipation.
Introduction
Numerical simulations of two-dimensional decaying turbulence show a remarkable discrepancy with rigorous mathematical statements about the time asymptotics of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations.
The asymptotic results specialise the physical understanding of the selforganisation process and describe the asymptotics as a quasistationary evolution through a family of exact, steady solutions of the Euler equations. For flows in a bounded domain, these exact solutions are described most simply in terms of the vorticity w of the flow and are proportional to the fundamental eigenfunction of the Laplace operator on the domain. Writing Q(e) for the principal eigenfunction when normalised such that the total energy of the flow is e, the asymptotics are given, up to terms that decrease exponentially faster, by the planar vortex t+ Q(e(4) with e ( t ) =e, exp(-2vAlt).
(1.1) Here, Y is the kinematic viscosity and A1 is the smallest eigenvalue. The function Q ( e ( t ) ) in (1.1) is an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (Taylor 1923) and represents a vorticity distribution with a fixed spatial pattern = Q(1) decaying exponentially in time: Q ( e ) = f i & Note that, at each instant, for each e, the quasisteady state Q(e) is not confined, i.e. the support of the vorticity is the whole fluid domain.
Numerical simulations for slightly viscous fluids, on the other hand, show clearly a tendency of the flow to confine the vorticity o to relatively small, strictly separated regions of positive and negative vorticity, surrounded by potential flow (for which o = 0). These regions can be viewed as 'extended vortex points' and their dynamical behaviour, including interactions, is to a large extent well described as in inviscid (Eulerian) fluids.
The rigorous asymptotic results were obtained by Foais and Saut [2] . The treatment by van Groesen [3] relates the analysis to the arguments used in the physical literature about self-organisation and normal-mode cascades. (See also and the references therein.) The approach taken in this paper follows general ideas described in [9] . Numerical results for decaying 2~ turbulence which show the appearance of confined vortices were first obtained by McWilliams [lo] ; see also Benzi, Patarnello and Santangelo [ll] for more recent high-resolution simulations.
Of course, the discrepancy between the analytical asymptotic results and the (reliable) numerical simulations could be explained by the fact that for slightly viscous fluid ( Y small, in most calculations Y = 10-4-10-8) the asymptotic time regime is never reached. In other words, the numerical simulations show the evolution at intermediate times rather than the asymptotic evolution.
The question then remains as to how the observed confined regions can be described properly and if and how they can evolve (smoothly) towards the quasisteady states of the asymptotic regime. This problem is tackled in this paper in the simplest possible setting. The simplification is obtained by restricting the analysis to only one confined vorticity region, thereby circumventing the difficulties connected with the interactions between several vortex regions.
Specifically, it will be shown that the one-parameter family of quasisteady states (abbreviated QSS in the following) can be embedded in a two-parameter family of sign-definite vorticity distributions Q(e, y). The additional parameter y is nothing but the total circulation of the flow. When for y some optimal value y* = y*(e) is taken, the QSS Q(e) is obtained:
Q(e) = w e , y *(e)) (1.2)
while for values y < y*(e) the function Q(e, y ) is an exact, steady solution of the Euler equations which is confined. In this way, the introduction of the parameter y can be seen as an unfolding of the one-parameter family of QSS. The functions Q(e, y ) will be characterised in a variational way. Just as the QSS can be described as the functions that minimise the quadratic enstrophy W ( o) = J iw' at given value of the energy E = J +U', i.e. realising Min{W(w) I E = e } (1.3) the elements of the unfolded family minimise W on non-negative vorticity distributions with given energy E and given circulation C(o) = J w :
(1-4) This extrema1 characterisation makes it possible to propose a model for the viscous dissipation of such confined vortices. Resembling the arguments of the selforganisation process which lead to the asymptotic behaviour described by (1. l), it is argued that the selective dissipation of the functionals E , W and C leads to certain evolution equations for the parameters e ( t ) and y ( t ) for which t--, Q(e(t), r(t>> (1.5) approximates the dissipative decay of a single confined vortex. The evolution is such that y ( t ) tends to its optimal value of the QSS, i.e. r(t)-+ r*(e(t)) as t--,w (1.6) in such a way that the correct asymptotic result (1.1) is satisfied. For this reason the description (1.5) can be seen as a specification of the asymptotic behaviour (1. l), valid for initially confined vortices at intermediate and asymptotic timescales.
The paper also contains a description of a numerical procedure for calculating confined vortices from the extrema1 characterisation (1.4). With this procedure, the proposed viscous dissipation is calculated and results of these calculations are presented.
The contents of the paper are as follows. In 02 the precise fluid domain is described, and the arguments that are needed later about the self-organisation process are presented in a simple way. Section 3 investigates the unfolding into the two-parameter family of exact Euler solutions, while 04 provides arguments for the choice of the dynamic description of the dissipation of confined vortices. Section 5 deals with the numerical procedure.
Preliminaries
The Navier-Stokes equations for flows in a plane are written in terms of the fluid velocity v and the vorticity (the component of curl v perpendicular to the plane) as
Here, Y is the kinematic viscosity; for inviscid fluids Y = O and then (2.1) are equivalent to the Euler equations.
To be specific, we will consider flow on a periodic square [-1,1]' and, for ease of presentation, only those flows that have a vorticity distribution that is odd in both variables (a property that is conserved and inherited from initial distributions with this property). Attention may then be restricted to solutions on a quarter cell [0, 11' =: R with boundary conditions q = 0
where y is the Stokes stream function, related to w by -A y = y.
The basic functionals that will be used in the following are the energy E, the (quadratic) enstrophy W and the circulation (total vorticity) C . All these functionals are considered (without restriction) as functionals of w :
(here and in the following, integrals are over the square R ) .
The evolution of these integrals, at solutions of (2.1), is given by
The main element that underlies the self-organisation process, and likewise the asymptotic behaviour, is that the selective dissipation of the integrals E and W implies that W decreases 'faster' than E. This will be shown below to follow from (2.3) and (2.4) . This selective dissipation agrees with the extrema1 characterisation of the functions Q ( e ) by (1.3), for which W is minimised at given E. Since some of the arguments will play a crucial role in the following, we will briefly describe the main ingredients.
Consider an 'integral diagram', i.e. a diagram in which the values of W and E are presented along the vertical and horizontal axes respectively. The QSS i.e. the solutions of (1.3) for different values of e, determine a straight line in this diagram, the QSS curve W = illE. Each point on this line corresponds to the QSS of that particular value of E. Since the value W ( e ) of the minimisation problem (1.3) is given by W ( e ) =Ale, no points below this line correspond to physical vorticity distributions. The time-dependent solution (1.1) moves along this line towards the origin with a well defined speed.
It turns out that the self-organisation process can be described simply as the statement that the integral curves
t--, ( E ( w ( t ) ) , w ( w ( t > > )
(2.6) are tangent to the QSS curve at the origin for 'most' solutions of (2.1) (we will be more specific in the following); see figure 1.
More analytically, this can be seen (and these arguments form the basis of a rigorous proof) by introducing the following functionals:
(2.7) Geometrically, these functionals can be interpreted as the direction vector and the tangent vector to the integral curve respectively. Physically, the functional A has the important interpretation of being the dissipation-rate quotient of W and E.
A simple application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that
for all functions w (2.8) and that equality holds only if w is an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator. From the time evolution of Q , which is given by (2.9) it follows that Q is monotonically decreasing. An independent argument shows that the limiting value of W must necessarily be an eigenvalue.
This leads to the following conclusion. Let It be the set of all initial data wo for which Q tends to the smallest eigenvalue A t . (This set is a smooth manifold and is a nonlinear variant of the set of functions with non-vanishing Fourier component in the direction of the first eigenfunction, so containing 'almost all' initial data (see [l, 21) . Then the foregoing arguments show that any solution with initial value in Il has an integral curve that is tangent to the QSS curve and the asymptotic behaviour is given by (1.1).
We shall see in the following that the tangency condition that implies the selforganisation will play a decisive role in the selection of the required dynamics for the extended formulation. In that respect, it is useful to observe that the governing constraint dynamics for e = e ( t ) as given in (1.1) could also have been obtained with the following arguments. From the evolution of E as given by (2. 3), i.e. E = -2vW, and from the fact that W ( e ) = Ale for the one-parameter family t+ Q(e(t)), it follows that the decrease is given by which agrees with the evolution of e as given in (1.1).
e ( t ) = -2vW(e(t))= -2vA,e(t)

The two-parameter family of confined vortices
In this section the two-parameter minimisation problem (1.4) will be considered. The value of the minimum will be denoted by W ( e , y ) :
Then, if A1 and h denote, as before, the fundamental eigenvalue and corresponding eigenfunction with energy e = 1 respectively, the optimal value of y for which the elements of the one-parameter family Q ( e ) are also solutions of (1.4) is readily found: (3.4)
In a three-dimensional C-E-W integral diagram the QSS now form a space curve, lying in the plane W = AIE and with projections that are parabolas in the C-E and C-W planes (see figure 2 ).
We will now consider non-optimal values of y, in particular y E (0, y*(e)).
Proposition 3.1. For y E (0, y*(e)) the minimisation problem (3.1) has at least one solution Q(e, y). Such a solution is a confined vortex, i.e. the closure of the vortex core { x E R I Q(e, y ) ( x ) >0} is strictly contained in R.
Remark 3.2. It is to be expected that the solution of (3.1) is unique, but a formal proof of the uniqueness is lacking. As in [12] the core of such an extremising solution will be a simply connected domain.
Proof. The existence of a solution of (3.1) follows with standard techniques from functional analysis. On the set of L,(R) functions o, equipped with the weak topology, the functional W is lower semicontinuous and the constrained set is closed. A generalisation of the Weierstrass theorem (see e.g. [13] ) provides the existence of a minimiser. Standard results from the calculus of variations show that such a minimiser 52 = Q(e, y ) satisfies the equation
Here t) is the stream function, c+ denotes the positive part of 5 (i.e. c+(x)= max( c(x), 0)), while A and -(J are the Lagrange multipliers due to the constraints E and C respectively. These multipliers are related to the value function W according to (3.3). From (3.5) it follows that 52 satisfies
hence A is positive. Since t) = 0 on dR, it follows from (3.4) that At) -U is negative on dR. This implies the confinement. This result shows that, even for values of y arbitrarily close to y*(e), there exists a confined vortex as an exact steady solution of the Euler equations. The core of Q(e, y ) is expanding for increasing y t y * ( e ) at fixed e, and for decreasing e 1 y*-l ( y ) at fixed y.
The limiting function is the QSS Q(e) = l.& 8, which has all of R as the closure of its core, and is thus a non-confined vortex.
Using the numerical method described in 05, the streamlines of a typical confined vortex Q(e, y ) are as depicted in figure 3 . Figure 4 shows, for various values of the parameters, three-dimensional pictures of the corresponding vorticity distribution on the original square [ -1, 11' .
To conclude this section, define a quantity P = o/A. Then (3.5) can be written as
and it follows that p>O is the value of t/~ at the (free) boundary of the core.
Inserting (3.7) into the energy functional yields from which it is seen that w(e, y ) = A(e -@ y ) = Ae* with e* := e -' P 2 Y.
(3.8)
Note that e* can be interpreted as the energy of the core of the vortex.
The extended self-organisation principle
In the foregoing section we studied (confined) vortices for fixed values of the parameters e and y. These functions are exact, steady solutions of the Euler equations. In the presence of viscosity the value of the energy e and circulation y will change according to (2. 3) and (2.5) . In this section we investigate how to describe the viscous evolution of a vorticity distribution that is initially such a confined vortex, say Q(eo, yo) for given eo and yo with yo < y*(eo).
We shall show that the viscous evolution can be approximated at each instant by a confined vortex from the same family Q(e, y ) for suitably adapted values e and y.
Stated differently, we shall present dynamical equations for the constraints such that t+ Q(e(t), y ( t ) ) approximates the viscous evolution.
It must be remarked here that at each instant Q ( e ( t ) , y ( t ) ) i s confined as long as y ( t ) < y*(e(t)). Therefore this approximation is not an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, unlike the corresponding case of the vortices given by (1.1). We shall present preliminary analytical arguments that this is a good approximation for the proposed evolution of e ( t ) and y(t). Numerical simulations of the dynamics will also show that the description is qualitatively correct. A detailed investigation of the approximation will be presented in another paper.
If the value of the enstrophy W(Q(e(t), y ( t ) ) ) is denoted by w ( t ) , the functions e(t), w ( t ) and y ( t ) are related according to (3.8) by w ( t ) = w(e(t), y ( t ) )
= A(e -t p y ) = Ae*.
The compatibility condition results from differentiating with respect to time and from (3.3). The evolution of E, W and C given by (2.3)-(2.5) for exact solutions of the NS equation is the starting point for the derivation of the constraint dynamics. If in these expressions the integrals are evaluated at a function Q(e, y ) satisfying (3.7), while E, Fi.' and C are equated to t , w and y respectively, there results y = -YAY e = -2vw = -2vAe* (4.3a) (4.3b) w = -2vAw = -2vA2e*. (4.3c) It is to be noted that, except for the exact solution (l.l) , the conditions (4.3b) and (4.3~) are not compatible with ( 4 . 3~) . This is related to the fact that Q(e(t), ~( t ) ) is not an exact solution if y ( t ) < y*(e(t)).
Since we have only two degrees of freedom, it is appealing to choose two conditions from (4.3); the third one could then be found from the compatibility condition (4.2). The combination (4.3b) and ( 4 . 3~) is excluded above. The choice of ( 4 . 3~) and ( 4 . 3~) results in dw k 2w
while the choice of ( 4 . 3~) and (4.3b) leads to de e 2e* 2e
However, both possibilities must be rejected as a consequence of the selforganisation principle. Indeed, from 02 it follows that the integral curve of the solution of the NS equation must be tangent to the QSS curve in the C-E-W diagram, and in particular second-order tangent in the C-W and C-E planes. This condition is not satisfied if (4.4) 4.7c) Note that the enstrophy dissipation according to ( 4 . 3~) is proportional to the energy of the core only, while in the model (4.7b) it is proportional to the total energy of the vortex. The dynamics described by (4.7) satisfies (4.6) and therefore models the self-organisation property of the exact solution. Numerical calculations (see figure 5 ) show that for the dynamics (4.7) the core of the vortices Q(e(t), y ( t ) ) is expanding monotonically in time, which should be expected from a model that describes vortex dissipation. Figure 5(b) depicts the increase in the diameter of the core, and the decrease of Q and of the maximal vorticity.
Essentially qualitative arguments were used above to introduce the model. A quantitative justification of the model must be based on an error analysis. As a first step towards such an analysis, let r denote the residual when Q = Q(e(t), y ( t ) ) is substituted in the NS equation: For the evolution considered it can be shown that Q -I-+ 0 as t-W. In figure 6 this property is shown for the numerical calculations. Therefore it follows from (4.8) that asymptotically the component of r in the direction of the fundamental eigenfunction Sz = 1imt-+= Q/$ vanishes to higher order in (or .\/E;;): These results to a large extent justify the choice of the dynamics. In particular, the importance of imposing the self-organisation behaviour Q -A-, 0 should be noted. Figure 7 , is another illustration of these results. Another way to envisage the residual is to parametrise the dynamical trajectory with the value of y ( y = exp( -d i t ) as t-, CQ) and to note that 4.10) where in Q(e, y ) the parameter e = e ( y ) is taken according to (4.7) . The result (4.10) specifies the residual to be of order exp(-2vAlt) and relates its spatial dependence to the change of the normalised and confined function Q / y . In particular, (4.10) implies that the residual has its largest value at the boundary of the confined vortex. This is the place for which it is known that the Lagrangian flow is most unstable [ll] , and where most dissipation will take place.
Numerical procedure
In this section we describe a simple but very efficient numerical procedure for calculating the QSS. This procedure is an adapted version of a method described in
It is possible to describe a procedure for the QSS by using the extrema1 characterisation (3.1) (see [15] ). However, to keep as close as possible to [14] we shall change the variational formulation slightly and consider instead of (3. l), for relevant values of the constraints, the equivalent family of maximisation problems This formulation is equivalent to (3.1) in the sense that the same solutions are obtained for appropriate values of the constraints (see [16] ).
For ease of notation we denote the constrained set by M ( w , y ) O}. (5.2) (compare with (3.7) and (3.9)). To determine and /3(&+') from the constraints W ( d k + l ) ) = w and C ( d k + ' ) ) = y, it is simpler first to eliminate from these two equations. Then one equation for /3(k+1) remains: /3(k+1) has to be a root of the function F, where A simple calculation shows that F is a monotonically increasing function of P, and therefore its (unique) root P C k + l ) can be found by a simple bisection method. Once /3(k+1) is computed, follows at once from the constraint C ( O (~+ ' ) )
M ( w , y )
We will now show that this procedure serves its purpose. Therefore assume that the constraints are compatible: M ( w , y ) # 0. Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. For the sequence of iterates w (~) constructed above, it holds that (i) the energy is monotonically increasing:
E ( W ( k + ' ) ) 3 E ( 6 P )
(ii) E ( @ ( k + l ) -" k ' ) = 2 ([&+U -W ( k ) l l i < E ( w ( k + ' ) ) -E ( w ' k ' ) where 11 IIE is the energy norm.
Proof. Since w(&+') is a solution of (5.2) it follows that J y?(k)w(k+1)2 J y?(k)w(k),
i.e.
Then (d/dt)E(w(k) + dk+') -w '~) ) )
that E(@@+')) 3 E(dk)). This is the monotonicity property (i). From the identity 2 0, which by the convexity of E implies the inequality (ii) follows by virtue of (5.5) .
From the first part of the proposition it follows that E( w (~+ ' ) monotonically increases towards some value E*. It can be shown that E* is necessarily a critical value, i.e. there is a critical point of E on the constrained set which has value E* [17] . In principle, E* could be a local maximum, different from the global maximum value of (5.1). Of course, this is due to the fact that the numerical procedure uses only the (approximate) Euler-Lagrange equations (5.4). Therefore, let 0 = O(w, y ) denote the complete set of solutions of the EulerLagrange equation (3.7) that satisfy the constraints. Then the results of [15, 171 show that inequality (ii) of the above proposition implies that the following convergence results are true.
Proposition 5.2. For the sequence of iterates
it holds that (i) limk,,inf,.,,
1104~)-w*(l = O
(ii) either the set of limit points is a single point, or this set cannot have isolated points.
The property (ii) means that either the sequence w (~) converges in a standard sense to a certain solution w * E 0 or that any adk) is an approximation of some (possibly different) w * E 0 from a set without isolated points.
Despite this possible ambiguity, all the numerical results that we obtained show a convergence to the global maximiser of (5.1).
To calculate the time-dependent evolution we simply used and Euler-forward scheme for the equations (4.9a) and (4.96) with a sufficiently small time step ( Y . At running from
The results depicted in the figures were found in this way.
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